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The 15 songs on this CD expertly craft and weave a varied range of breezy trop rock musical styling's,

while also treating the listener to emotional lyrics that flow from the heart-felt to the comical. 15 MP3

Songs ROCK: Trop Rock, ROCK: Soft Rock Details: PROFESIONAL REVIEWS OF BEACHWRECKED

The 15 songs on "Beachwrecked" are filled with a varied range of musical stylings while also treating the

listener to lyrics that flow from the heart-felt to the comical. I think that Jeff and the boys have a big hit

here and I'm quite impressed with it. "Beachwrecked" will definitely be one of the must-have Trop Rock

albums of 2008." DJ Jeff Allen Amish Paradise Radio RadioJimmyDreamz

----------------------------------------------------------- A1A's new CD "Beachwrecked" is another collection of feel

good breezy tunes. Their sound and lyrics makes me want to hit the beach or go for a sail! More steel

drums in the mix this time around was a pleasant surprise. Their best trop rockin' CD yet! DK The DJ

Dennis King Island Time Radio Show WBWC 88.3 FM  wbwc.com

---------------------------------------------------------- Since A1A's first original CD,"Ship Happens!" was inspired

by the Atlanta Parrothead Cruise, I knew I'd be biased and find it hard to top. Their new release

"Beachwrecked" proved me wrong! It's a terrific follow-up and really explores the idea that an album of

great songs can take you on a vacation without even leaving the house. The catchy, upbeat and often

clever songs are the perfect soundtrack to an island escape." -Brent Jones Atlanta Parrot Head Club

Director of the Parrothead Cruise ------------------------------------------------------- A1A follows up their original

CD "Ship Happens" in style with their new CD "Beachwrecked". This is one of those CD's that puts you in

an easy chair on the beach with a cold drink in your hand, and turns rush hour traffic into a summer drive

down the overseas highway. The writing is strong, meaningful, sometimes comical and all classic A1A.

It's proof that "The Original and Official Jimmy Buffett Tribute Show" is much more then just a cover band,

they're true independent singer/songwriters. There's not a bad track on the whole CD, but my favorites

are "Summers Gone", "Lovers Sail", and "Rain Day in Belize". The track "I'd Love to Play In Your

Restaurant" shows the humorous side of the life of a band on the road (love it, love it, love it!), and Parrot

Heads will be humming "Dining at Jimmy's Buffet" up and down Duval Street this November.

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=3139557


"Beachwrecked" is a great summer time CD, and with the release scheduled for May, it's just in time!" Big

Ed RadioJimmyDreamz.com -------------------------------------------------------- The long awaited follow up to

A1A's first all original concept Parrot Head Cruise Vacation CD Ship Happens!! is finally here.

Beachwrecked takes up where Ship Happens!! left off and is another perfect CD to put in and enjoy while

living your summer days of 2008. The Official CD Release Party is set for June 6, 2008 at Wild Wing

Cafe's Tiki Bar Patio in Marietta, Ga. THE DAY AFTER JIMMY BUFFETT'S ATLANTA PERFORMANCE!.

So stay in town and join A1A for this wonderful long awaited celebration! For more information visit us on

the web! A1A-LIVE.COM MYSPACE.COM/A1A MEETTHEPHLOCKERS.COM/JEFFPIKEANDA1A

People who are interested in 10cc Jimmy Buffett Pablo Cruise should consider this download.
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